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Abstract—This study evaluates the volumetric imaging performance of two prototyped 62×62 row–column-addressed (RCA) 2-D array transducer probes using three Synthetic Aperture Imaging (SAI) emission sequences and two different beamformers. The probes are fabricated using capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT), and piezoelectric transducer (PZT) technology. Both have integrated apodization to reduce ghost echoes and are designed with similar acoustical features i.e., 3 MHz center frequency, 1/2-pitch, and 24.8×24.8 mm² active footprint. Raw RF data are obtained using an experimental research ultrasound scanner, SARUS. The SAI sequences are designed for imaging down to 14 cm at a volume rate of 88 Hz. Two beamforming methods: Spatial matched filtering and row–column adapted delay-and-sum are used for beamforming the RF data. The imaging quality is investigated through simulations and phantom measurements. Both probes have on average similar lateral full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) values, but the PZT probe has 20% smaller cystic resolution values and 70% larger contrast-to-noise ratio compared to the CMUT probe. The CMUT probe can penetrate down to 15 cm, and the PZT probe down to 30 cm. The CMUT probe has 17% smaller axial FWHM values. The matched filter focusing shows and improved B-mode image perspective, fully addressing the matrix array elements poses a great challenge for providing electrical connections to all the elements while maintaining a high element yield. The interconnecting wires between the 16,384 elements and the ultrasonic system result in a large, heavy cable, which excludes it from any practical use.

In 2003, Morton and Lockwood [4] suggested the row–column-addressed (RCA) 2-D arrays as an alternative to fully-addressed (FA) 2-D arrays. Row–column-addressing of 2-D arrays is a scheme to reduce the number of active channels needed for contacting the elements in the array. The idea is to contact the elements in the 2-D array either by their row or column index. Each row or column thereby acts as one large element. This effectively turns the array into two orthogonal 1-D arrays. The imaging principle relies on using one of the 1-D arrays as the transmit array. This creates a transmit field, which is a plane wave along the transmitting element height and a circular wave in orthogonal direction along the element width. The perpendicular 1-D array is used to receive, enabling receive focusing in the orthogonal dimension. The combination of transmit and receive focus provides focusing in a point in the volume, hence a volumetric image can be created. Whereas a N×N fully addressed array needs N² connections, a RCA array only needs 2N connections. The RCA array can therefore have a larger aperture compared to the fully addressed array, having the same number of connections. A simulation study by Rasmussen and Jensen [5] and a measurements study [6], both compared the two different addressing schemes. With the same number of connections, a superior image quality is obtained using the RCA array due to its larger size.

An inherent drawback of the row–column-addressing, is that the long elements produce considerable edge effects, leading to ghost echoes in the beamformed image. Since the elements do not allow electronic control along their length, the ghost echoes cannot be removed with conventional electronic apodization. This issue was first addressed by Demoré et al. [7] and later investigated in detail by Rasmussen and Jensen [5]. Both studies concluded that integrating the apodization in the transducer itself was an effective way of solving the issue. Several ways of realizing the integrated apodization have been suggested, including a variable polarization of the piezo ceramic material [8] and varying the density of capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT) cells [9].

Imaging with RCA 2-D arrays has been investigated based on simulations [4], [7], [10]–[12] as well as measurements with arrays fabricated in CMUT [13]–[17] and PZT [18]–[21] technologies separately. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the imaging performance attainable for RCA 2-D arrays quantitatively and comparatively when employing synthetic aperture data acquisition and using two beamforming schemes developed specially for row-column imaging. The rectilinear

I. INTRODUCTION

To obtain real time-resolved volumetric imaging with frame rates higher than 20 Hz, 2-D transducer arrays are necessary [1], [2]. Such transducers were first developed in the early 1990s [3]. By placing the elements in a rectangular grid, the beam can be steered electronically in two perpendicular directions (azimuth and elevation) and hereby acquire data from a volume. To obtain an image quality similar to that of a 1-D transducer, the same number of elements in both lateral dimensions is needed. A 1-D array of 128 elements would translate into 128×128 = 16,384 elements in a 2-D matrix array. From a transducer fabrication perspective, fully addressing the matrix array elements poses a great challenge for providing electrical connections to all the elements while maintaining a high element yield. The interconnecting wires between the 16,384 elements and the ultrasonic system result in a large, heavy cable, which excludes it from any practical use.

In 2003, Morton and Lockwood [4] suggested the row–column-addressed (RCA) 2-D arrays as an alternative to fully-addressed (FA) 2-D arrays. Row–column-addressing of 2-D arrays is a scheme to reduce the number of active channels needed for contacting the elements in the array. The idea is to contact the elements in the 2-D array either by their row or column index. Each row or column thereby acts as one large element. This effectively turns the array into two orthogonal 1-D arrays. The imaging principle relies on using one of the 1-D arrays as the transmit array. This creates a transmit field, which is a plane wave along the transmitting element height and a circular wave in orthogonal direction along the element width. The perpendicular 1-D array is used to receive, enabling receive focusing in the orthogonal dimension. The combination of transmit and receive focus provides focusing in a point in the volume, hence a volumetric image can be created. Whereas a N×N fully addressed array needs N² connections, a RCA array only needs 2N connections. The RCA array can therefore have a larger aperture compared to the fully addressed array, having the same number of connections. A simulation study by Rasmussen and Jensen [5] and a measurements study [6], both compared the two different addressing schemes. With the same number of connections, a superior image quality is obtained using the RCA array due to its larger size.

An inherent drawback of the row–column-addressing, is that the long elements produce considerable edge effects, leading to ghost echoes in the beamformed image. Since the elements do not allow electronic control along their length, the ghost echoes cannot be removed with conventional electronic apodization. This issue was first addressed by Demoré et al. [7] and later investigated in detail by Rasmussen and Jensen [5]. Both studies concluded that integrating the apodization in the transducer itself was an effective way of solving the issue. Several ways of realizing the integrated apodization have been suggested, including a variable polarization of the piezo ceramic material [8] and varying the density of capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT) cells [9].

Imaging with RCA 2-D arrays has been investigated based on simulations [4], [7], [10]–[12] as well as measurements with arrays fabricated in CMUT [13]–[17] and PZT [18]–[21] technologies separately. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the imaging performance attainable for RCA 2-D arrays quantitatively and comparatively when employing synthetic aperture data acquisition and using two beamforming schemes developed specially for row-column imaging. The rectilinear
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volumetric imaging performance is investigated based on simulations and phantom measurements. The two probes are equipped with hardware static roll-off apodization connected to both ends of each row and column element [11], [17]. Both of the transducers are designed with similar acoustical features, i.e., dimensions, center frequency, and packaging, and plugged into the ultrasound research scanner, SARUS [22]. The detailed construction of the probes is described in [23].

A modified delay-and-sum (DAS) beamformer using the methods described in [11] is employed, where the size of the line elements are taken into account. The second beamformer uses the spatial matched filter (SMF) [24]–[26] methods for processing the RF data. Here the received signals are modeled in Field II and the signal shape is used as a spatial matched filter in the beamformation [24]. Three different SAI [27] sequences were designed for imaging down to 14 cm for a volume rate of 88 Hz. The first sequence uses 62 virtual lines sources behind the array, the second sequence utilizes 62 single element transmissions, and the last sequences employs lines sources focused in front of the arrays. The returned echoes are collected with all column elements, focused with the two beamformers for all emissions, and then combine coherently for the full rectangular volume. The quality of the B-mode volumes acquired with both probes, i.e., spatial resolution, contrast resolution, and SNR was determined based on simulations and measurements on several phantoms.

Initial results of this study have been published as conference papers [28]–[30] for the PZT and CMUT technologies using a SAI sequence with single element transmission. This study extends the DAS and SMF beamformation methods for the focused and defocused SAI sequences as well as reporting focused and defocused SAI sequences as well as focusing ability of RCA 2-D arrays and its detail resolution is therefore defined by (2).

II. IMAGING WITH RCA AND 2-D ARRAYS

This Section gives an overview of the benefits of using row-column arrays in terms of resolution and penetration depth coming from the increased size compared to full matrix arrays. The challenges in terms of contrast are also addressed, and ways to mitigate this by using synthetic aperture imaging is described and investigated in the remaining part of the paper.

Principally, the achievable lateral resolution of an ultrasound system is defined by its two-way beam width at the focal depth using conventional focusing on both reception and transmission [31]. However, in imaging with an RCA 2-D array, the focusing in the transmit direction is independent from the receive direction, thus, the spatial resolution in each direction can differ from the other direction depending on how well the focus lines are generated in each direction. Due to the perpendicular orientation of the transmit and receive apertures in RCA 2-D arrays, only one-way focusing is possible in each lateral direction [7], [11], [26], and this should be taken into account when designing the imaging sequences.

The Fresnel approximation states that the pressure field at the focus may be described by the Fourier transform of the transducer aperture. A finite array of transducer elements has an aperture $A$, described by a simple rectangular window function along one lateral dimension, where the Fourier transform is a sinc function. Denoting the size of this array along the $x$-dimension $L_x$, the position along the array $x$ ($x = 0$ being the center of the array), the wavelength of the ultrasound wave $\lambda$, and the mass density of the medium $\rho$, the continuous wave (CW) pressure field at depth $z$ becomes [31]:

$$ p_{x,\text{one-way}} = \mathfrak{F}[A] = \frac{L_x \sqrt{\rho}}{\sqrt{\lambda^2} z} \sin \left( \frac{L_x x}{\lambda z} \right) , $$

where $\mathfrak{F}$ denotes the Fourier transform. It is assumed that $z$ is at the transducer focus. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the sinc function is

$$ \text{FWHM}_{\text{one-way}} = \frac{1.208\lambda z}{L_x} = 1.208\lambda f_0 . $$

The FWHM of a given wavelength and depth, thus, scales with the array size. The subscript “one-way” is to emphasize that the FWHM is for focusing of only the transmit aperture (or only the receive aperture due to acoustic reciprocity). An RCA array can only perform one-way focusing in each lateral dimension, if conventional DAS beamforming is used, and its detail resolution is therefore defined by (2). As opposed to this, a 2-D matrix array can focus in each lateral dimension both in transmit and receive. The resulting pulse-echo field is proportional to the Fourier transform of the convolved transmit and receive apertures [32]. If the same aperture is used for transmitting and receiving, the pulse-echo field along one dimension becomes:

$$ p_{x,\text{two-way}} \propto \mathfrak{F}[A \ast A] = \mathfrak{F}[A] \mathfrak{F}[A] = (\mathfrak{F}[A])^2 . $$

The FWHM for two-way focusing is:

$$ \text{FWHM}_{\text{two-way}} = \frac{0.886\lambda z}{L_x} = 0.886\lambda f_0 . $$

and the ratio between one-way and two-way focusing is:

$$ \frac{\text{FWHM}_{\text{one-way}}}{\text{FWHM}_{\text{two-way}}} = \frac{1.208\lambda f_0}{0.886\lambda f_0} \approx 1.36 . $$

Thus, for the same aperture size, the theoretically expected FWHM of an RCA array is 36% larger than the FWHM of a
two-way focused 2-D array. Based on the FWHM, the detail resolution for the two types of arrays will consequently be equal, if the side-length of the RCA array is increased by 36% relative to the fully addressed 2-D array. In Fig. 1, the resulting fields from the one-way focused array (black), the two-way focused array (red), and the one-way focused array with a 36% larger side-length (orange) are plotted. It is seen that the FWHM of the two latter are indeed identical.

The ratio between the number of elements in an RCA array and a fully addressed 2-D matrix array with equal detail resolution is then:

\[
\frac{\text{No. elem. in fully addr. array}}{\text{No. elem. in RCA array}} = \frac{N^2}{\frac{1}{1.36}\cdot 2 \cdot N} = \frac{N}{2.72}.
\]

To attain the same lateral resolution for both fully addressed and RCA 2-D arrays, the number of row or column elements on an RCA array has to get increased only by a factor of 1.208/0.886 = 1.36, i.e., by a factor of 2 \cdot 1.36 = 2.72 for the total number of elements. For instance for a 2-D array with 256 \times 256 elements, row–column addressing corresponds to a reduction in the total number of channels by 99.6%, i.e., from 65,536 channels to 512 channels. Any \( N + N \) channel RCA array with \( N \geq 3 \) will, thus, achieve a better detail resolution than a fully addressed 2-D array with the same total number of channels.

Due to the low channel count of the RCA 2-D arrays, it is possible to fabricate 2-D arrays with a larger aperture size, which can yield an increased penetration depth. The benefits in FWHM resolution and array area is visualized in Fig. 2, where the two array types also have been compared to a Mills cross array [3], [33]. They contain a single line of array elements along the two diagonals of a fully populated matrix array. The Mills cross array has a slightly better resolution, but can considerably smaller surface area, which translates to a lower emitted pressure and lower receive sensitivity. For a 1024 channel RCA array the surface area is more than 2 orders of magnitude larger than for the fully populated array. For the 124 channels employed in this paper, the fully populated array is so small and with such few elements that imaging is hardly possible.

However, changing the aperture size will only affect the argument in the sinc function in (1), not the shape of the function, and the side-lobe levels might be high for the RCA array. This can be mitigated by employing apodization on both the transmit and receive elements. This will lower the effective size of the array, which can be compensated for by decreasing the number of elements. An example is shown in Fig. 1, where an array with 125% increased size attains lower side-lobes than for two-way focusing. The increase in number of elements per side is then 2.25, so any \( N + N \) channel RCA array with \( N \geq 5 \) potentially outperforms fully populated arrays. Further, employing synthetic aperture imaging makes it possible to combine many emissions coherently to increase the main lobe and relatively lower the side lobes, if the beamforming is performed as described in Section V. The resolution and contrast can be maintained at the optimal value through depth by employing the synthetic aperture imaging described in Section III.

The simple equations above only give a rough estimate of the resolution, contrast, and penetration, and either broad-band simulations or measurements have to be employed to determine the true performance. These are revealed for the specific arrays in subsequent Sections.

### III. SAI Imaging

Two different SAI [27] sequences were designed for imaging down to 14 cm. The first sequence utilizes 62 virtual line sources behind the array by adjusting the transmit delays of all the row elements. A virtual line source emits cylindrical pressure waves, which propagate as plane waves in one lateral dimension and as arcs in the perpendicular lateral dimension. The second sequence utilizes 62 single element transmissions on the row elements. In both sequences the echoes are collected with all the column elements. For a speed of sound of 1540 m/s, 182 \( \mu \)s is required to acquire data from a single emission to a depth of 14 cm corresponding to a volume rate of 88 Hz.

RF data are used for beamforming a low-resolution volume for every emission and finally, by summing all the low-resolution volumes, a high-resolution volume is generated.

**Defocused SAI Sequence Choice of Parameters**

To accomplish the best performance, the location and number of virtual sources have to be optimized in a trade-off between spatial resolution, field-of-view, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The general design of the RCA arrays is based on the findings by Rasmussen et al. [11] and Christiansen et al. [17]. The arrays consist of 62 row elements and 62 column elements, and four apodization regions. Only the 62+62 elements are connected to beamformer channels. The design of the RCA array can therefore be divided into two parts: The central region and the apodization region.

The central part of the array may be considered as a conventional RCA array. The top and bottom electrodes are placed orthogonal to each other. Between the top and bottom electrodes is the "active" material, which is either the CMUTs or the piezoelectric material. The element contacts are placed alternately on each side of the array. The top elements can be used as a 1-D array by grounding all of the bottom elements, and the bottom elements can be used as an orthogonal 1-D array by grounding all of the top elements.

The four apodization regions are located outside the central part of the array and are added to avoid the abrupt truncation of the elements, which gives rise to the ghost echoes [11]. The apodization regions are placed on each side of the central region, and the apodization values follow a Hann function from the edge of the central part to the edge of the array, where the apodization is 0. The apodization was originally developed for the CMUT array [17], but has been adapted to have the same dimension and roll-off characteristic for the PZT array.

Two arrays are fabricated using the design introduced above: one based on CMUT technology and one based on piezoelectric transducer (PZT) technology. The pitch, number of elements, active footprint, center frequency, and excitation voltage are designed to be identical for the two arrays. This makes it possible to evaluate and compare the row–column-addressing scheme based on two different technologies. A center frequency of 3MHz was chosen with lambda half pitch and an excitation voltage of ±75 Vac. The dimensional parameters of both arrays are given in Table I.

The fabrication and characterization of the arrays have been thoroughly described in [23].

V. BEAMFORMING AND ACQUISITION METHODS

In the SAI technique, both DAS and SMF beamforming methods have been used for generating the low-resolution B-mode volumes before in phase summation of them to produce a higher resolution B-mode volume. The adaptation of these beamformation methods to RCA 2-D arrays, the quality assessment measures of the B-mode volumes, and the SAI B-mode imaging sequences are explained in this Section.

A. DAS Beamforming

The DAS beamforming method for RCA 2-D arrays was presented in [11]. This method models each row or column
element as a line-segment, and therefore calculates the delays based on the shortest geometrical distance between an imaging point and this line-segment. The delayed signals are then summed coherently across elements and transmit emissions to generate a high resolution image with low side-lobes. An expanding aperture for both transmissions and receiving elements with an f# of 1 and a Hanning apodization was employed.

B. SMF Beamforming

Normal DAS focusing assumes that the spatial impulse response of the transducer is a delta function, and that the alignment can be performed by merely delaying the responses. This is appropriate in the far-field for small element arrays and at the focus for single element transducers. However, in the near-field, the pulse-echo spatial impulse responses are different from a delta function [24].

As an alternative to dynamic receive focusing using DAS beamforming, the signal from each channel of an array can be spatially matched filtered to align its output with that from the other channels [24]–[26]. [29]. This was suggested by Yen [26] for use on RCA arrays. In this work, Field II Pro [34]–[36] is used for calculations of the SMF coefficients, based on the arrays dimensions, excitation pulse, and the measured impulse response.

C. Imaging Quality Assessment Measures

The imaging performance is computed in terms of SNR, FWHM, CR [37]–[39], and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR).

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAI sequences</th>
<th>Single element</th>
<th>$f_0 = -1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse repetition frequency</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of active elements in Tx</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan depth (max range)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission center frequency</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinusoid emission cycles</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus in transmit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-16.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus in receive</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Dynamic -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx electronic apodization</td>
<td>Rect.</td>
<td>Rect. -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rx electronic apodization</td>
<td>Hann.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx voltage for PZT &amp; CMUT</td>
<td>±75</td>
<td>±75 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC bias voltage for CMUT</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>190 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Equipment and Measurement Setup

The dimensional parameters of both arrays are found in the paper describing the transducers [23]. The probes are plugged into the experimental ultrasound scanner, SARUS [22]. The measured RF signals are beamformed using a MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts, USA) implementations of the DAS and SMF beamformers.

To evaluate the imaging performance of both probes, several ultrasound phantoms are used. An iron needle with diameter of 300 µm facing towards the transducer along its central axis, was used as a point target in a water bath for characterizing the 3-D PSF. To evaluate the FWHM and the CR as a function of depth, a geometrical copper wire phantom was used as line targets, where wires were located at different depths with 1 cm spacing. The wire grid phantom has three columns separated by 1 cm and each has 13 rows of wires.

A tissue mimicking phantom with cylindrical anechoic targets, model 571 from Danish Phantom Design (Frederikssund, Denmark) with attenuation of 0.5 dB/(cm MHz) was used for SNR and contrast measurements.

The mean impulse responses for the probes have been reported in [23], [28], [30], however the phase delay of the individual elements was found by cross-correlating the impulse response for each element with the mean impulse response and interpolating to find the lag of the maximum of the cross-correlation. The phase delay was then calculated by dividing the time it takes the wave to travel one wavelength at 3 MHz, and multiplying it by 360°, to obtain the phase delay in degrees.

No curvature is seen of the CMUT, however the PZT is observed to curve. The bottom/column elements phase delays are seen to have a concave profile, whereas the top/row elements have a convex profile. This saddle shape is believed to originate from stress build up during the assembly.

VI. IMAGING PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Fig. 5 illustrates three cross-planes (azimuth, elevation, and C-plane) of the volumetric pulse-echo beam patterns measured with both probes in comparison with Field II simulations using the DAS beamformation method. The iron needle faces towards the transducer, and it is imaged with the single element transmissions SAI sequence. A Hanning apodization is applied over the receive and synthesized transmit apertures. The measured pulse-echo impulse responses of both probes [23], the curvature of the PZT probe as well as the diameter of the needle are taken into account for the simulations by imaging a disk consisting of 500 point targets to represent the tip of the needle.

The simulated PZT PSFs are slightly asymmetric due to the curvature of this probe, and this is also seen in the measured PSFs. Note also the secondary lobes after the main lobe along the axial direction for both simulated PSFs of the probes at the range of 20 mm to 22 mm of depth, which are due to the internal reflections from the RF shielding foils covering the arrays. These secondary reflections are visible in the impulse responses of the probes [23]. Among these secondary echoes are the edge echoes, which originate from the either ends of the line elements. They were not fully suppressed below 40 dB [11], [17] due to imperfect static roll-off apodization. The way to classify them is only based on the timing of their occurrences as explained in the paper [23]. The same RF data are used for the SMF beamforming method. FWHM and the CR of the simulated and measured 3-D PSFs are listed in Table III for both DAS and SMF beamforming methods. For comparison, a simulated and DAS beamformed PSF of a fully
addressed $62 \times 62$ (i.e., 3,844 elements) 3 MHz $\lambda / 2$-pitch 2-D array is also provided in Table III. The 3-D PSF was imaged using a SAI sequence with 32×32 virtual point sources behind the array, corresponding to 1,024 emissions. The maximum steering angle of each virtual point source is equally distributed between ±30° in each lateral direction, i.e., a 60° × 60° field-of-view with a transmit $f_R = −1$.

Due to the similar dimensions of the probes, simulations for both arrays show symmetric patterns in the C-plane. Measurements with the PZT probe show symmetry at −6, −15, and −25 dB, however measurements with the CMUT probe show wider elevation and narrower azimuth patterns. This is related to the sensitivity differences between rows and columns in the CMUT probe as described in [23]. The axial FWHM values of the CMUT probe are 17% smaller than for the PZT probe due to its higher bandwidth. This also causes the CMUT probe to have larger CR values compared to the PZT probe. Although both DAS and SMF beamformation techniques have resulted in similar lateral and elevation FWHM values, CR values have improved using the SMF method. During SMF beamforming with broadband RF signals, a 2-D spatio-temporal matched filtering is applied, which involves not only a lateral convolution in space but also a temporal convolution in the axial direction. The temporal convolution elongates the pulse-echo response, which results in a worse axial spatial resolution, consequently leading to a larger speckle size in the axial direction.

The more pronounced secondary lobes in the measurements compared with the simulations in azimuth and elevation planes of Fig. 5 are due to the reflections coming towards the transducer from the shaft of the needle. Thereby, the transmitted waves have no deconstructive effect after the tip of the needle, which is not the case in simulations for an ideal point target. This has a more dramatic effect on the SMF beamforming method, which resulted in a larger axial FWHM reported in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMUT</td>
<td>PZT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS</td>
<td>$R_{6dB}$</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{12dB}$</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{20dB}$</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{35dB}$</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMF</td>
<td>$R_{6dB}$</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{12dB}$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{20dB}$</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{35dB}$</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Axial</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azimuth</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elevation</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. Axial and lateral FWHM of the PZT (a) and CMUT (b) probes as a function of depth for DAS beamformed images of the wire phantom. The solid lines correspond to lateral FWHM (left axis) and the dashed lines correspond to axial FWHM (right axis). $\lambda$ was calculated for soft tissue and is 0.5 mm. The red dotted line shows the estimated lateral FWHM based on the Fresnel approximation in (2).

Table III.

To study the focusing abilities of both probes as a function of depth, a wire grid phantom is used to quantify the line spread function (LSF) characteristics of both probes, since the echoed signals from the needle are too low at higher depths. The diameter of the wires is 200 µm, which is smaller than a wavelength in water, and therefore it is used as line targets. The phantom has three columns of wire, which are separated by 10 mm in the axial and lateral directions. Both of the SAI sequences are used to image the wire phantom with the PZT and CMUT probes by placing them centered around the middle column. A volume region of $26 \times 10 \times 5 \text{ mm}^3$ centered around each beamformed wire in the middle column is used for the LSF characteristics evaluation as a function of depth. Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b illustrate the calculated FWHM in the lateral and axial directions for both of the SAI sequences with the PZT and CMUT probes at different depths. Using the SAI sequence with transmit $f_# = -1$ has increased the axial FWHM values of the PZT probe compared with the SAI sequence with single element at a time. This is because of the phase delay differences between the PZT elements, which have been reported in [23].

Likewise what was observed previously with the 3-D PSFs, here for the LSFs, the CMUT probe has smaller FWHM values in the axial direction comparing with the PZT probe. Although
the lateral FWHM values increase linearly with depth similar to (2), the SMF beamforming has lowered the FWHM values for the SAI sequence with transmit $f_\theta = -1$. As it is illustrated in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, CR values increase almost linearly with depth for both probes.

A volume region of a tissue mimicking phantom with no cysts was imaged 20 times for calculating the SNR. The measured SNRs for both probes are illustrated in Fig. 8. The PZT probe has a penetration depth of around 14 cm for single element transmissions, whereas the CMUT probe can only penetrate down to 10 cm. However by using all the elements in transmit in the SAI sequence with transmit $f_\theta = -1$, the CMUT probe has a penetration depth of around 14 cm, whereas the PZT can penetrate down to almost 25 cm. Using a SAI sequence with transmit $f_\theta = 1$ by placing the virtual sources in front of the array has increased the penetration depth for the CMUT probe down to 15 cm, whereas the PZT can penetrate down to almost 30 cm.

Due to the perpendicular orientation of the transmit and the receive directions, the field-of-view of RCA arrays is limited to the forward looking region in front of the array, e.g., $26 \times 26$ mm$^2$ for these probes. Two cross-planes (azimuth and C-plane) are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 at a dynamic range of 40 dB from a volume of $26 \times 26 \times 80$ mm$^3$ acquired with both probes using a cyst phantom and beamformed with the DAS and SMF beamforming methods. The origin corresponds to the center of the transducer surface. Data were acquired with both probes using the single element emission SAI sequence as well as the SAI sequence with a transmit $f_\theta = -1$. The hollow cysts are located along a $10^\circ$ tilted plane and therefore, the lower hollow cysts are not completely visible at regions farther from the array. See the videos in the supplementary materials for the full sized DAS beamformed volumes of the cyst phantom using the SAI sequence with transmit $f_\theta = -1$. The CNR measure is calculated in a cylindrical region centered at each of the large hollow cysts with a diameter of 8 mm. The
Fig. 10. Volumetric imaging of a tissue mimicking phantom using both PZT and CMUT probes and beamformed with the SMF method. Two cross-planes (azimuth and C-plane) are shown from a volume of $26 \times 26 \times 85$ mm$^3$ at a dynamic range of 40 dB. Data were acquired with the PZT probe using the SAI sequence with 62 single element emissions (PZT: (a) and (e)), (CMUT: (c) and (g)), and also using the SAI sequence with transmit $f_\# = -1$ (PZT: (b) and (f)), (CMUT: (d) and (h)). The C-planes are at the depth of 30 mm.

calculated CNR values for each imaging sequence with each probe are shown in the Fig. 11. Due to the higher generated pressure with the PZT probe compared with the CMUT probe, the CNR of the PZT probe is almost 2 times larger than the CMUT probe.

VII. INTENSITY AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Before any in vivo measurements, the imaging sequence has to fulfill all the requirements regarding the intensity levels and safety limits as regulated by the the FDA [40] for the mechanical index ($MI \leq 1.9$) and the derated spatial-peak-temporal-average intensity ($I_{spta} \leq 720$ mW/cm$^2$ for peripheral vessels $I_{spta} \leq 430$ mW/cm$^2$ for cardiac).

The mechanical index ($MI$) and $I_{spta}$ are measured for the synthetic aperture imaging (SAI) sequence with a transmit $f_\# = -1$ at a pulse repetition frequency of 5 kHz, since it uses all row elements in transmit and thereby has the largest emitted energy. For the PZT probe they are $MI = 0.67$ and $I_{spta} = 0.53$ mW/cm$^2$.

Fig. 11. CNR values measured with both PZT and CMUT probes as a function of depth. Calculated over the beamformed volumes of the cyst phantom beamformed with DAS and SMF methods. $\lambda$ for soft tissue is 0.5 mm.
They are MI = 0.06 and \( I_{\text{pta}} = 0.18 \text{mW/cm}^2 \) of the CMUT probe. All are within the FDA safety limits of MI \( \leq 1.9 \) and \( I_{\text{pta}} \leq 720 \text{mW/cm}^2 \) for abdominal imaging [40]–[42]. For the SAI sequence with a transmit \( f_b = 1 \) at a pulse repetition frequency of 5 kHz, the measured MI = 0.88 and \( I_{\text{pta}} = 5.5 \text{mW/cm}^2 \) for the PZT probe, and MI = 0.13 and \( I_{\text{pta}} = 0.55 \text{mW/cm}^2 \) for the CMUT probe are also both within the FDA safety limits. Therefore, both sequences can be scaled to a larger excitation voltage for the in vivo measurements before reaching the FDA limits, thus achieving a higher penetration depth. All sequences are MI limited, and the transmit voltage could be scaled by a factor between 2.16 and 31.7 giving an increased SNR of 6.7 to 30 dB. This could result in a penetration increase of 1.1 cm to 5 cm.

Another criteria that has to be addressed is the heating of the probe, which has to be within the FDA safety limits [40]. The linear voltage regulators used for the amplifiers in the prototype probes are dissipating power and generating waste heat. Therefore, the temperature rise in the probe is a combination of heating produced by the linear regulators as well as the transducer arrays. To separate the heating caused by the amplifiers in the handle from the transducers themselves, two spots on the probes were measured for temperature changes in a still air environment. One sensor located at the sole of the probe and the other sensor was located on the body of the probe, where the amplifiers are located. The temperature rise of both probes is dominated by the dissipated heat of the linear voltage regulators. However, the absolute temperature of both probes in still air does not reach the human body temperature. Both probes satisfy the FDA safety limits on the absolute temperature in still air, which requires the absolute temperature to be less than human body temperature. However, on the temperature rise, due to the heat generated by the linear voltage regulators, both probes did not satisfy the requirement of less than \( 10^\circ \text{C} \) temperature rise in 60 minutes and therefore for future clinical use, modifications to the power supplies of these prototype probes need to be made.

VIII. Discussion

It was shown that Row-column arrays theoretically can attain a larger resolution than fully populated arrays, when the element count is larger than 5, when taking side-lobes into account. The scaling of the array size and its attainable resolution is proportional to \( N \) - the number of elements on the side of the array. For a fully populated array it is proportional to \( N^2 \), making it difficult, if not impossible, to attain a high resolution at large depths. Using two 62 + 62 element arrays it was shown that synthetic aperture imaging and two beamforming schemes for both simulations and measurements attain the theoretical resolution with depth. The best lateral resolution was achieved with the single element transmissions SAI sequence using DAS. In Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b by using SMF, the CR values have been improved for both CMUT and PZT probes for the single element transmission SAI sequence. However, for the CMUT probe, using the defocused SAI sequence, no significant difference between DAS and SMF has been observed. For the PZT probe, on the other hand, using SMF for the defocused SAI sequence has worsened the CR compared to DAS. This might be improved by having a more precise model of the arrays. For both probes the seventh wire at the depth of 154\( \lambda \) had a lower main-lobe to side-lobe ratio for compared SMF method to DAS, thus increased the CR value at that depth.

The arrays were in simulations compared to a fully populated array, with the same dimensions. It theoretically attained a 34% better resolution for all metrics, but it should be kept in mind that it must employ 3,844 connections to the transducer, and that 1024 emissions were used for imaging rather than the 62 emissions for row-column arrays. The 34% improved resolution, thus, comes at the price of 31 times more connections and a 16 times lower volume frame rate.

It was also demonstrated that the penetration depth for the 3 MHz row-column arrays can be up to 30 cm in phantom measurements with an attenuation of 0.5 dB/[MHz cm]. This can be attested to the large size of the arrays, which scales with \( N^2 \). The overall sensitivity of the CMUT array was lower than the PZT probe, primarily due to the lower pressure emitted by the probe. This limited the penetration depth to between 10-15 cm depending on the SA imaging scheme. The CMUT probe, however, had a larger bandwidth and therefore a higher axial resolution. It is also more flat than the PZT probe, which had a slight curvature, probably due to the mounting [23].

Using single elements for transmission, the CMUT probe has a lower penetration depth on a tissue mimicking phantom compared to the PZT probe. On the contrary by using all the elements in transmit, both probes penetrate down to 15 cm, and the PZT probe even down to 30 cm. In the same way, the CNR values increased, when using all the elements in transmit. Placing the virtual focus lines in front of the transducer would increase the penetration depth further, but larger transmit \( f_b \) values will degrade the spatial resolution. For SAI sequences with the transmit focus in front of the array, the transmitted acoustic energy is focused along a line in contrast to a point by using fully addressed 2-D arrays, and therefore for the same size of the 2-D arrays, the MI and the \( I_{\text{pta}} \) are lower for RCA 2-D arrays.

The cyst phantom measurements also yielded volumetric images at a possible volume rate of 135 Hz down to 9 cm. The volumes clearly showed the cysts in the phantom for both beamforming schemes, with a better contrast for the spatial matched scheme at the price of a worse axial resolution. The SMF approach is also considerably more computationally intense.

Theoretically, transmitting with row elements and receiving with column elements should image exactly the same rectilinear volume as transmitting with column elements and receiving with row elements. However, because of the manufacturing process, the sensitivity of row and column elements might be slightly different. For the PZT probe the difference is small, since transmitting with row elements and receiving the echoes with column elements or vice versa, are similar as shown in Fig. 12. For the CMUT probe, because of a capacitive substrate coupling of the bottom electrodes, as discussed in [23], the receive sensitivity of the bottom elements is lower and therefore in our imaging set-up, the elements with higher receive sensitivity, i.e., the top elements, are chosen for
receiving, while the bottom elements are used for transmitting.

A drawback of the row-column array is that only a rectilinear volume is investigated, so only the volume beneath the transducer area can be beamformed due to the rapid fall in energy outside the area. This can be mitigated by employing a lens on the array to both spread out the energy in transmit and make collection of energy outside the rectilinear region possible in receive. Such arrays have been investigated in [43] with lenses in front of the arrays investigated in this paper.

The SAI technique is based on coherently summing the overlapping beams acquired from subsequent transmit events, and therefore it is vulnerable to motion in the imaged medium. In 2-D imaging, in plane motion can be compensated by correlating the low- and high-resolution images in order to correct for the motion artifacts. It has previously been shown that motion compensation in 2-D SAI can be used for fully compensating the reduction in contrast and resolution [44]. It has also been shown that row-column arrays can be used for finding the full 3-D velocity vector [45, 46], and these techniques can be combined to employ motion compensation in 3-D.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the imaging performance of two prototyped 62×62 RCA 2-D array probes fabricated in CMUT and PZT transducer technologies were demonstrated quantitatively and comparatively. Using SAI technique both probes were able to image down to 14 cm at a volume rate of 88 Hz. DAS and SMF beamforming methods were both able to perform dynamic transmit-receive focusing throughout the rectilinear field-of-view. The performance of both probes was evaluated through simulation and experiments. Results show that both probes can image a rectilinear volume in front of the transducer successfully. Integrated hardware apodization along each line-element effectively removed the ghost echoes without altering the main echo’s beam width. It was demonstrated that volumetric imaging with equipment in the price range of conventional 2-D imaging is possible. Both probes were prototypes and not optimized, which limited the imaging performance. Future work will focus on configuring the probes for better performance through adjusting the DC bias voltage for the CMUT probe for achieving higher penetration and using a better shielding method for both probes to eliminate the reflections within the probes.

The results of this study have demonstrated the promising potentials of RCA 2-D arrays compared with fully addressed 2-D arrays, which are their low channel count, low MI and I_{pre} values, and high penetration depth. It was shown that, due to one-way focusing of RCA 2-D arrays in each lateral dimension, the spatial resolution is lower than fully addressed arrays, however that can be compensated by increasing the size of the array by 36% in each lateral dimension or 125% when taking apodization for side-lobe reduction into account. Moreover, the contrast resolution was improved by using SMF beamforming method.
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